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NEW
Tooling!

BMW Isetta - Signal Red
Bubble car enthusiasts - this is especially for you!  

The newly tooled 1:76 scale BMW Isetta is a replica of

the German re-engineered car that started life in Italy

where it had been designed and manufactured by Iso SpA

in the early 1950s.  Such was the interest in the Isetta

which was the first vehicle ever to achieve 94 mpg, that it

was licensed in several countries, including Germany.  

At the time it was the world’s top selling single cylinder

car.  It was in Germany that it earned the Bubble Car

name because of it shape and bubble type windows.  

The name became a generic term for similarly designed

cars, some of which already feature in the Oxford range,

namely the Heinkel and Messerschmitt.  

To launch our new model, we’ve chosen a vibrant red

with contrasting grey interior.  Registered 60 PHN, 

it features the luxury of a sunroof replicated in black,

cream wheels and a silver finish to headlights, exhaust

pipes, bumpers and hub caps.   

By the end of production in 1962, over 161,000 BMW

Isettas had been made before it was succeeded by an

updated BMW 600 version.

NEW
                            SCALE        PRICE
76IS001      1:76   £5.45

BMW Isetta - Signal Red
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWMorris Eight E Series
Tourer - Dark Blue
                            SCALE      PRICE
76ME006    1:76  £5.45

Ford Anglia - Police Panda
                                SCALE      PRICE
76105003      1:76  £5.25

Bedford CA Van - Royal Mail 
                                SCALE      PRICE
76CA007        1:76  £5.45

Austin Seven RN Van - AA
                                SCALE      PRICE
76ASV002      1:76  £5.45

Morris Eight E Series Tourer - Dark Blue
Our Morris Eight E series Tourer from the late 1930s

makes its latest appearance in a rich Oxford blue with

grey seating and ivory tonneau cover.  Registered FF

5796 and built to carry four people, our 2-door

open version  sports dark blue wheels with

silver hub caps, silvered radiator grille,

with additional silver finish to bumpers,

door handles and headlights - and even

the Morris emblem on the bonnet.

During its production life from 1938-1948,

over 120,000 E Series Tourers were made by

Morris in the UK but its popularity in Australia

saw it in production well after that.  

Vauxhall Wyvern - Metallichrome Green
A refreshing pale metallic green paint scheme has been

applied to the latest release on Oxford’s Vauxhall Wyvern

E series, a 1:76 scale replica of the 1950s 4-door saloon

which Vauxhall manufactured at their Luton plant.  In real

life, the car had a top speed of

just over 71 mph, a fuel

consumption of 30.4 mpg

and would have cost you

£771 on the road. 

Our model faithfully

reproduces many of the

refinements of the real thing,

including the distinctive bonnet side

flashes in silver, plus whitewall

tyres with silver wheel

centres surrounded by the

same pale green metallic

detail as the body.  The signature Vauxhall type radiator

grille is also finished in silver.  The interior is moulded in

ivory with a white steering wheel, copied from the USA

perhaps.  A final touch sees the Wyvern name printed

along the edge of the wings above the front wings.

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEWVauxhall Wyvern -
Metallichrome Green
                            SCALE      PRICE
76VWY006 1:76  £5.45
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1:76 SCALE

NEWCommer Walk Thru -
British Rail (Yellow)
                            SCALE      PRICE
76CWT002  1:76  £9.95

Sherpa Minibus - British Rail
                            SCALE      PRICE
76SHP002   1:76  £6.45

Commer PB Van - British Rail
                            SCALE      PRICE
76PB002     1:76  £5.75

Land Rover Defender - British Rail
                                SCALE      PRICE
76DEF007      1:76  £5.45

JCB 3CX Eco Backhoe Loader - JCB 
New tooling brings another highly detailed, highly

complex JCB liveried vehicle to Oxford’s 1:76 scale

construction series, where it joins a line-up of similar

heavy duty excavating giants. 

JCB promote the JCB 3CX Loader as the world’s

leading backhoe loader behind their JCB

4CX.  Their innovative

technologies have developed 

a vehicle with class-leading

efficiency and low running

costs.  In typical roading,

loading, excavating and 

idle cycles, the 3CX JCB

delivers an average fuel saving 

of up to 16%, plus lower emissions

and noise levels.  The JCB 3CX features a

brand new engine, more torque than rival vehicles,

new electronic engine management system and new

powerslide for faster, easier repositioning.

The detailed components of the ‘real thing’ are

realistically produced on our Oxford model which

appears in the JCB corporate yellow and black colour

scheme.  The forward body, lifting arms and wheel centres

are all yellow with cab, chassis, buckets and interior

appearing in black.  A flash of colour sees the side piston

tubes painted red alongside silver exhaust pipes and

headlights.  Rounding off this finely engineered vehicle, 

we see the JCB and 3CX logos printed boldly on the

body lifting arms.  Let’s 

get digging!

Commer Walk Thru - British Rail (Yellow)
We launched the newly tooled Commer Walk Thru

Van from the early 1960s in a British Railways

Green colour scheme from that early era.  For its

second appearance, we move on a decade to 

see our Walk Thru registered JDN 221N from

1974-75.  Decorated in the updated British Rail

yellow scheme of that time, the van sides and

rear feature the double arrow in red with

British Rail lettering printed black.  

Exterior trim is black, as is the interior.  

For anyone with an 00 railway layout from the

1970s, this is a fine addition to your lineside or

station yard diorama.

NEWJCB 3CX Eco Backhoe
Loader - JCB 
                          SCALE      PRICE
763CX001  1:76 £23.95

NEW
Tooling!
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1:76 SCALE
Bedford QLD - Wiltshire Fire Brigade
After the end of World War II, many fire brigades

inherited former military and National Fire 

Service Bedford QL 4x4 lorries that were

converted into water tender fire engines.

This Wiltshire Fire Brigade vehicle was 

one such example.  

Our model, registered GYR 811, 

is decorated in dark green with black

chassis and black interior.  It also

features a rolled up beige canvas

canopy cleverly housed behind the

front number plate.  The Wiltshire Fire

Brigade lettering is printed in yellow on

the doors of the open backed truck with

their colourful crest below.  Note too, a tow

hook on the back and the spare wheel positioned

between the cabin and the rear section.

Sherman Tank MK III - Royal Scots Greys Italy 1943
Only the second release on our new 1:76 scale

American Sherman Tank Mk III, we see it here as

deployed in Italy in 1943 with one of the

most famous British regiments, the

Royal Scots Greys.  Up to that point

in World War 2, the regiment had

been in North Africa fighting

Rommel’s Panzer units but in January

1943, they withdrew and were re-

equipped as an all-Sherman tank regiment to

participate in the Italian Campaign.  Our 1:76 scale

Sherman tank represents their deployment in this role.

Decorated in the sand and grey black camouflage scheme,

our model features black caterpillar tracks and for this

release also features a rear turret box.  The history of the

Royal Scots Greys goes back to 1678 with their roots

firmly in Scotland and a tiny detail sees their brigade

badge of a purple and green Scottish thistle printed on

the front wheel arch.  Note too, the RAF roundel with

yellow surround printed on the upper surface of the tank,

so as to be seen from the air. 

NEWBedford QLD - Wiltshire
Fire Brigade
                             SCALE      PRICE
76QLD006    1:76 £13.95

Diamond T980 Tank Transporter
1st Canadian Army - Italy 1943
                         SCALE       PRICE
76DT002   1:76  £25.45

AEC Matador - 2nd Battallion
Gordon Highlanders
                         SCALE       PRICE
76AEC017 1:76  £12.95

CMP - 1st Canadian Infantry
Division, Italy 1944
                           SCALE     PRICE
76CMP001 1:76  £9.95

NEWSherman Tank MK III - 
Royal Scots Greys Italy 1943
                                    SCALE      PRICE
76SM002         1:76 £12.95
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1:76 SCALE

Volvo FH Curtainside Lorry -
Brains
                         SCALE       PRICE
SP113       1:76  £16.95

Volvo FH Livestock Lorry -
Fred Greenwood 
                             SCALE       PRICE
76VOL01LS  1:76  £16.45

NEWDAF XF Euro 6 and Livestock
Trailer - William Armstrong
                                    SCALE      PRICE
76DXF003        1:76 £25.95

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

DAF XF Euro 6 and Livestock Trailer - 
William Armstrong
Here at Oxford, we’ve chosen the resplendent bright

green and red colour scheme of William Armstrong

(Longtown) Ltd to launch the first release of the new

Houghton Parkhouse ‘Professional’ Livestock Transporter,

which we hope you agree looks pretty impressive.  

The animal transporters of this well-established company,

founded in 1927, are a 

familiar sight on UK roads from their base in Cumbria,

including this brand new one registered PY65 EZF.  

The tractor unit painted bright green on a red chassis has

a black interior and black exterior trim, with silver wheels

and window surrounds.  The company lettering is printed

in yellow and red.  The detailed four-storey trailer is also

green on a red chassis and has the colourful printed

company contact details across the rear including their

website address and the slogan Quality Assured Livestock.  
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1:76 SCALE

Burrell Scenic Showmans Loco No. 4030 - ‘Dolphin’
Enthusiasts of our Oxford series of fairground and

showman vehicles have come to expect the wealth of

component parts and the level of intricate decoration

consistently achieved, so we are sure this newly liveried

Burrell Scenic Showmans Locomotive will live up to

expectations!  Promoting the Grand Scenic Diving

Dolphins ride, our Burrell is painted in a rich red-brown

colour scheme with a mass of gold line-out and lettering.

Additional artwork includes some finely painted dolphins

along the sides of the roof, while on the front roofboard

further artistic lettering reads ‘Success to the Strongest’

with some decorative Fleur de Lys beneath which is the

registration plate FA 2316.  The red and gold Burrell

Company lettering is situated in its usual place on the

front of the boiler and a final detail sees the Dolphin

nameplate towards the back of the engine. 

This majestic little model certainly deserves a place on

your fairground field!

NEWBurrell Scenic Showmans
Loco No. 4030 - ‘Dolphin’
                             SCALE      PRICE
76BUR006   1:76 £16.95

AEC Matador and Trailer -
Robert Brothers
                         SCALE       PRICE
76AEC019  1:76  £19.95

Pioneer Recovery Tractor -
Traylens Funfair 
                         SCALE       PRICE
76SP003   1:76  £12.95

Scammell Showtrac - 
Pat Collins The Major 
                         SCALE       PRICE
76SST002 1:76  £12.95
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N SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW
Tooling!

Weymann Fanfare (Leyland) - Southdown
The Weymann Fanfare makes its debut to the N scale

series in the highly popular Southdown Motor Services

livery.  The model is already a firm favourite in Oxford’s

1:76 scale range, where it has appeared with both AEC

and Leyland body options.  We launch it here in 1:148

scale with the Leyland option, in Southdown’s famous 

two tone green and cream livery which has previously

also graced its larger version.  Complemented with gold

lettering and pale green internal seating, the single decker

is as detailed in every respect as its larger counterpart,

registered XUF 141 and heading for the Sussex seaside

resort of Brighton.  

Commer PB - Royal Mail
The latest release on our 1:148 scale Commer PB Van

is a replica of the Royal Mail liveried vehicle already

produced in 1:76 scale.  It appears here in exactly 

the same detail, registered JLF 920N from 1974/75.

Decorated in the familiar Post Office Red colour

scheme, other internal and external trim is finished

in black.  The black printing on the doors indicates

our van operated from the Southall Post Office.

NEW
                            SCALE        PRICE
NWFL001  1:148  £7.45

Weymann Fanfare
(Leyland) - Southdown

NEW
                            SCALE        PRICE
NPB008     1:148  £5.25

Commer PB - Royal Mail

                            SCALE        PRICE
NPP002     1:148  £7.55

Plaxton Panorama I - Southdown 

                            SCALE        PRICE
NCMP007  1:148  £6.55

CMP - Southdown
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1:43 SCALE

Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud/Hooper Empress - 
Two-tone blue
The second release on the wonderfully streamlined 

Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud from the mid-1950s comes in 

an elegant two-tone light blue and royal blue colour

scheme with grey interior seating and flooring, complete

with brown replica ‘wood’ dashboard and door cappings.

Registered 312 HYL, our model is a replica of the car

featuring the special bodywork by coachbuilders Hooper,

whose chief designer Osmond Rivers also created the

‘New Look Empress Line’, a bespoke favourite with

Royalty and of which only around 20 were built to this

individual design.  Our model is rounded off with

contrasting chrome/silver trim, even down to the chrome

door mirrors. 

NEWRolls Royce Silver Cloud/Hooper
Empress - Two Tone Blue
                                         SCALE       PRICE
43EMP002          1:43  £24.95

NEWRolls-Royce Silver Cloud 1 -
Black
                                         SCALE       PRICE
43RSC002          1:43  £24.95

Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud 1 - Black
The second release on Oxford’s 1:43 scale Rolls-Royce

Silver Cloud 1 comes in a monochrome black colour

scheme as opposed to the two-tone variant which

launched this prestigious replica.  First manufactured 

in 1955 at the Rolls-Royce Crewe Works, our 4-door 

saloon version is registered AAU 208A.  

Special features include white trim to the tyres and lots

of exterior silver trim.  Inside, the pale cream seating and

door panels are in contrast to the red flooring.  Another

fine detail sees the replica fold-down tables in the rear

finished in a tan wood effect.  Those were indeed the days

of luxurious motoring! 
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1:43 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW
Tooling!

NEWLand Rover Series III SWB
Station Wagon - Limestone
                                          SCALE      PRICE
43LR3S001          1:43 £16.95

Land Rover Series II SWB Hard
Back - Post Office Telephones
                              SCALE      PRICE
43LR2S003  1:43 £16.95

Land Rover Series II SWB Hard
Back - Royal Mail
                              SCALE      PRICE
43LR2S001  1:43 £16.95

Land Rover Series III 
SWB Station Wagon - Limestone
Another piece of new tooling in our Land Rover timeline

comprises the short wheelbase Land Rover Series III, 

a vehicle which the company produced between 1971 

and 1985, during which time the company’s millionth 

Land Rover rolled off the production line in 1976.  

The Series III was the most popular of the ‘Series’ Land

Rovers with over 440.000 being manufactured before

being superseded by the Land Rover 90 and 110.  It came

with 4-speed manual main transmission, 2-speed manual

transfer gearbox and selectable 4-wheel drive. 

Our 1:43 scale Station Wagon 2-door off-road vehicle is

registered NKS 416R from 1976-77.  Decorated in an

attractive limestone colour scheme with black interior,

the wheel hubs are painted to match the main body

colour, even including the spare wheel on the bonnet.

The model has silver trim along the sides and round the

windscreen, while a silver and black finish has been given

to the fuel filler cap, signature Land Rover radiator grille

and the characteristic LR to the left hand side of the rear

door and above the radiator grille. 
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

5-Piece Aston Martin Set
                           SCALE       PRICE
76SET43    1:76  £24.95

3-Piece VW Bay Window Set
                           SCALE       PRICE
76SET35A  1:76  £15.45

5-Piece Land Rover Set
                           SCALE       PRICE
76SET17E   1:76  £26.45

5-Piece Volvo Set
                           SCALE       PRICE
76SET52    1:76  £26.95
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AR139 American Motors: This is the story of two American car marques, Hudson and Nash,
which united to form American Motors (AMC).  Both firms prospered between the wars,
however after the Second World War it was obvious that the smaller car makers could no
longer compete with GM, Ford and Chrysler and Nash & Hudson merged.  They acquired Jeep

in 1967.  As AMC grew weaker, Jeep became its only attractive division, encouraging
Renault to take control of AMC in 1982.  Renault never quite got to
grips with AMC, however, and in 1987 they sold out to Chrysler, 
who also only wanted Jeep.  Thereafter all AMC badging disappeared. AR139

NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95

AR140 Foden Album: Edwin Foden was a gifted young engineer, producing steam engines in the
19th century.  He developed the design of his famous steam wagons, which brought wealth to
the family.  In the slump after the Great War all firms suffered, and Fodens was no exception.  
As makers of diesel lorries, Fodens played their part in the Second World War, and saw
many years of profit thereafter.  The decline of the British truck industry in the 1970s
saw Fodens taken over by the American Paccar concern in 1980.  From that point
Fodens lost much of their individuality, the last Foden-badged lorries being little more
than rebadged DAFs.  2006 saw the last lorry produced with a Foden badge.

AR140
NEW

AR113 AR112 AR111AR114AR115AR116AR117

AR120 AR119 AR118AR121AR122AR123AR124

AR127 AR126 AR125AR128AR129AR130AR131

AR134 AR133 AR132AR135AR136AR137AR138

AR106 AR105 AR104AR107AR108AR109AR110
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR763TO002C 1:76 - £34.95
Mk3a Coach TSO BR Intercity Swallow 12022

NEW MODEL!

OR76CK7005  
1:76 - £10.95

Baldwin 2032 Grey 
with 3 coke rails

OR76MW7032  
1:76 - £10.95

Horlicks Malted Milk 
Slough 8

OR76CK7006  
1:76 - £10.95

Baldwin 3022  Black 
with 3 coke rails

OR76MW7030W  
1:76 - £10.95

NCB Internal user 
coal weathered

OR76MW7033  
1:76 - £10.95

Bass Burton on Trent 
No15

NEW MODEL!
NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!
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